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Made of stainless steel, this commercial-quality pastry bag rack offers a hygienic 
way to dry bags that might otherwise rest in damp conditions. Made of heavy-
duty wire, this rack allows multiple bags to be dried at once, while also serving 
as a convenient form of storage that will keep them within easy reach at all times. 
Holds up to four bags at one time. To clean, simply wipe with a damp cloth.

This convenient holder was designed to keep large, flexible pastry bags in place 
while being filled for piping. Made of sturdy plastic, the holder can also be used 
to store any frequently used bag and up to eight pastry tips.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs
47107-00 16½” 19⅝” 10¼” 2.6

Pastry Bag Dryer, Stainless Steel
art. Dia Ht. Lbs
47110-23 7⅝”  9” 0.3

Pastry Bag Holder, Plastic

Made up of eight pieces, this cake decorating set is perfect for beginning and 
advanced decorators. The small set includes one 12in poly/nylon pastry bag, a 
standard coupler and six standard tips: #26 closed star, #30 closed star, #2 plain, 
#98 shell border, #66 leaf and #61 petal. The medium set includes one 12in 
poly/nylon pastry bag, a large coupler and six large tips: #895 basket weave, 
#852 closed star, #195 closed star, #190 closed star, #172 open star and #A6 
open star.

The disposable pastry bag serves the same purpose as the conventional pastry 
bag without the hassle of clean up and maintenance. Available in five sizes, 
it is made of multiple layers of 100% plastic polyethylene for durability and is 
100% recyclable. The sides of the bag are reinforced, preventing possible leakage 
or breakage when working with heavy batters. They withstand temperatures  
up to 158° F. 

art. Length Lbs
47111-30 11⅞”  1.4
47111-40 15¾”  1.7
47111-46 20”  2.4
47111-55 21⅝”  3.4

Disposable Pastry Bag, Pack  of 100
art.  Lbs
47120-01 small  0.2
47120-02 medium  0.2

8-Piece Pastry Set

This disposable pastry bag has a rough-textured exterior that allows for a better grip on the items being 
piped. Not limited to frostings and fillings, these bags can also be used to pipe warm foods, such as  
potato purees.

art. Length Lbs
47118-30 11⅞” 1.2
47118-40 15¾” 1.6
47118-55 21⅝” 3.0
47118-65 25⅝” 3.8

Super Grip Disposable Pastry Bags
Roll of 100




